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Need more power? This engine combination would be outstanding in your car, suburban,
blazer, RV, van, truck, or 4X4 application. These engines are built with the seasoned heavy-duty
Chevrolet small block. This unleaded fuel-compatible engine comes completely assembled, with
valve covers, timing chain cover, oil pan, harmonic balancer, flex plate and throttle body fuel
injection intake manifold. The engine is totally remanufactured in our state-of-the-art machine
shop by professionals from start to finish. This performance combination was developed from
our proven race-winning experience. Or you can contact us through email at: fivestarengines
yahoo. Todd Burg â€” July 12, This is a very nice package. I came across this crate engine on
ebay. So I took a chance and I am sure glad I did. Delivered right to shop with great instructions.
Customer service called me to make sure I took all necessary steps to insure warranty would
stay intact. Also told me to check engine for any visible damage so they could correct if there
was. Engine came packed very securely and was beautiful. I got the gunmetal grey and it is
really sharp! Installed in my K and followed all break in instructions. The engine is just right.
Nice smooth with a tick of lope at the tailpipe. Strong bottom end and mid range torque great for
towing. The HP is a nice upgrade from the HP factory engine. I am sure happy with my choice to
go with Fivestar Engines. I highly recommend their products and customer service!!! Your email
address will not be published. Rated 5. Please call ahead to verify ship times! Shipping times
vary. Category: Crate Engines Tags: chevy , chevy Every engine custom-built no assembly line
by professionals Engine painted with high-gloss engine enamel Engine comes with a one year,
unlimited mileage written warranty. Add a review Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. FAQ 1. Answer here FAQ 2. The overall width, height, and wheelbase of each truck
depended on the model type, as did the engine and transmission options. All models had
certain standard safety features, including airbags and anti-locking breaks. The Chevrolet C
truck featured a 5. All models came standard with a five-speed manual transmission and a fuel
tank that could hold a maximum of 34 gallons of gas. The C had rear-wheel drive and a front
anti-roll bar to aid handing characteristics. Rear-wheel anti-lock brakes came standard. The C
had a width of The overall length of the truck was inches while the height was Optional engines
included the 6. The width was The standard 4. An optional 7. A five-speed manual transmission
came standard, though consumers could also purchase the optional four-speed automatic
transmission model. The standard model got 15 mpg on city streets and 19 mpg on the
highway. Standard models offered a bore of 4 inches and a stroke of 3. The Chevrolet featured a
7. This rear-wheel-drive truck had a maximum payload of 1, pounds and could hold 25 gallons of
gas. The wheelbase was The could achieve 9 mpg in the city, and 12 mpg on the highway. The
two-door regular cab had a seating capacity of three. Based in California, Noel Shankel has
been writing and directing since His work has been published in "Law of Inertia Magazine.
General Decoding Information This topic can be somewhat confusing, especially with the
amount of information available and the interpretation of it. You can decode the casting number.
And you can check dates. The engine code and partial vin will accurately nail down whatever
the thing is rather quickly, and the other information will fall into line with that. This page has
basic information on it, but it's a portion of the Small Block Chevy numbers information. The
Engine Code page is where this topic is further detailed. If it does - it's "numbers matching",
otherwise - it's not. Some folks use these terms loosely, or will say "numbers correct" or
something to that effect. But numbers correct is not numbers matching. Again, it either matches
or it doesn't. If it doesn't match - is it correct? Numbers matching is important when you're
trying to decode a Z28 or Super Sport where the VIN won't identify the vehicle as such. You
need to decode the engine and see if it matches the vehicle, and if the code signifies Z28 or SS
equipment. Lastly, in extreme cases, you'll want to verify the numbers stamped onto the
component were the ones stamped into it originally and aren't restamped. The point of this
article is to help you figure out how to decode stuff. Engine Code Stamping Numbers All
engines are stamped with an engine ID code, consisting of assembly plant code, production
date and suffix code. V8 codes are stamped on a pad just forward of the right side passenger
cylinder head. Click here for Chevy Engine Code Listings The engine date must precede the car
build date, otherwise something is amiss. Some engine machining operations decking will
obliterate the engine ID. The format consists of divisional identification number, model year,
assembly plant designation and vehicle serial or sequence number. In model cars, the serial VIN
number of the car the engine was installed in is stamped next to, or under the engine code ID.
Starting in , the serial number is stamped either above the oil filter, somewhere on the block pad
in front of the cylinder head , or on the transmission flange somewhere. Chevrolet issued
technical service bulletins to indicate which engines were to recieve a vin stamp, so who knows
what could have happend or not happened. In the main bearing saddles were increased in size
from 2. A "two-bolt" main, or a four-bolt main. Four bolt main blocks are desirable in high
performance applications because the extra strength of the additional bolts keeps the bottom

end rigid and less prone to failure. However, a properly prepared 2 bolt main engine will work
just fine often times you'll lose a rod bolt before you break a crank because it's "only" a 2 bolt
main. General Engine Block Specifications While 6 different bore size blocks have been
produced, the small block engine can be classified into 3 bore sizes and 3 main bearing sizes.
The Chevrolet small-block engine is a series of automobile V8 engines built by the Chevrolet
Division of General Motors using the same basic, and for a V8, smaller engine block. The
Chevrolet big-block is a series of large displacement V8 engines that were developed and used
in the s through the s. Chevrolet had introduced its popular small-block V8 in , but needed
something larger to power the medium-duty trucks and its heavier cars that were on the
drawing board. Gen I small-block Chevy engine. This drawing is of the version of the cid
Chevrolet. Drawings by David Kimble. Production of the original small-block began in the fall of
, for the model year, with a displacement of cid, growing incrementally over time until reaching
cid in Several intermediate displacements appeared over the years, such as the cid that was
available with mechanical fuel injection, the cid as well as the numerous cid versions. Over the
years, every American General Motors division, except Saturn, used it and its descendants in
their vehicles. In all, over 90,, small-blocks have been built in carbureted and fuel injected forms
since Chevrolet Block Identification number locations. Photo from Big Block Chevrolet. Build
your own custom newsletter with the content you love from Chevy Hardcore, directly to your
inbox, absolutely FREE! We will safeguard your e-mail and only send content you request. We'll
send you the most interesting Chevy Hardcore articles, news, car features, and videos every
week. We promise not to use your email address for anything but exclusive updates from the
Power Automedia Network. About Us Sponsors Advertising. News All News New Products.
What is Pro Touring? Latest News. Dyno Testing. More Stories. Hardcore Chevys in your Inbox.
Subscribe Now. We think you might like No thanks. Drag Racing. Engine Tech. The best-known
small block V8 in GM's stable, the Chevy engine is considered one of the 20th century's best
engines. Sought after for its durability, quiet operation and performance, the has also earned a
reputation for reliability and usability in a variety of applications, including boats. GM made
extensive use of the across its lineup until , when it was discontinued in favor of more modern
and fuel-efficient engines. Chevy Engine History Chevrolet first produced the small block V8 in
as a cubic inch 4. By , though, it had grown into the high-performance cubic inch power plant
used in the cars such as the Chevrolet Camaro. It went on to power everything from the
Corvette to the Caprice, and was either standard or optional on many Buick, Cadillac and
Oldsmobile sedans and wagons. Beginning in , Corvettes featured a fuel-injected version of the
Chevy engine; other passenger cars equipped with the engine continued to use a four-barrel
carburetor. Computer-controlled emissions systems became standard on all Chevy engines in
the early s, with throttle body fuel injection becoming standard around Chevy Engine Specs The
Chevy engine is a cubic inch 5. Depending on the year, make and model of a car, horsepower
ranges from approximately to more than Rated at up to pound-feet of torque, this engine is
great for towing; however, fuel economy is low and -- depending on the compression ratio -- it
might require premium fuel. GM uses RPO codes, or Regular Production Option, to identify its
engines; Chevy engine codes are stamped near the cylinder head on the passenger side, where
the alternator may hide it. The majority of engine codes begin with the letter L -- L31, for
instance. Chevy Replacement Parts Long considered one of the easiest engines to rebuild, the
Chevy is commonly modified for increased performance with a plethora of aftermarket parts,
including high-performance intake and exhaust components. Numerous websites and service
manuals feature diagrams, as well as information on general maintenance, modifications and
engine rebuilding. Chevy Crate Engines Many companies offer new and rebuilt Chevy crate
engines for sale. Among them is Mr. Goodwrench, which produces new Chevy crate engines in
numerous configurations. The base version of this engine makes horsepower and features an 8.
These engines are available in 2-bolt and 4-bolt versions; those intended for cars built after
have an enhanced hydraulic roller lifter camshaft for better performance. Websites that offer
crate s include ChevyEngines. If you need a modified for use in a high-performance muscle car,
you can visit SummitRacing. Ford Mustang vs. Saved Vehicles 0 Saved Searches 0. Cars Direct.
Home Car Repair Engine Repair. Featured Stories. Radiator Repair Transmission Repair.
Interested in Leasing? Select a Make. Select a Model. Find Used Cars Browse a huge selection
of local inventory. Research Cars Select a Make. The small block Chevy platform is without a
doubt, the foundation of the hot rodding world. This tried and trued engine can be found in
literally any kind of vehicle across the world. Your dreams shouldn't just sit idle in the garage
for eternity, waiting to be pieced back together - drop a hot new Chevy crate engine into your
ride! Our inventory is everything from mild to wild, turn-key to shortblock; Speedway Motors is
here to help with only the best selection of in stock, ready to ship Chevy crate engines! On Sale.
Garage Sale. Tell us what vehicle you drive so we can help you find exactly what you're looking

for. Don't see what you're looking for? Click below to see more ways to filter your search.
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Compression Ratio: 8. Part BPCT. Speedway Sport Mod Chevy Engine. Compression Ratio: 9.
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